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[1] Waves breaking at the ocean surface are important to the dynamical, chemical and
biological processes at the air-sea interface. The traditional view is that the white capping
and aero-dynamical surface roughness increase with wind speed up to a limiting value.
This view is fundamental to hurricane forecasting and climate research but it has never
been verified at extreme winds. Here we show with observations that at high wind speeds
white caps remain constant and at still higher wind speeds are joined, and increasingly
dominated, by streaks of foam and spray. At surface wind speeds of �40 m/s the streaks
merge into a white out, the roughness begins to decrease and a high-velocity surface jet
begins to develop. The roughness reduces to virtually zero by �80 m/s wind speed,
rendering the surface aero-dynamically extremely smooth in the most intense part of
extreme (or major) hurricanes (wind speed > 50 m/s). A preliminary assessment shows that
cross swell, dominant in large regions of hurricanes, allows the roughness under high wind
conditions to increase considerably before it reduces to the same low values.
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1. Introduction

[2] Breaking waves are nowhere more evident than in
tropical cyclones. With climate models suggesting an increase
in the frequency of intense hurricanes [Bender et al., 2007],
greater understanding of processes at the ocean-atmosphere
interface is urgently required to improve predictions. Breaking
waves create white caps, send droplets into the air, generate
turbulence and exchange gases with the atmosphere. All these
affect the Earth’s heat budget, the mixing of the upper ocean,
and the concentration of greenhouse gases. Breaking waves
are therefore critically important to air-sea interactions and to
modeling the Earth’s climate [Anguelova and Webster, 2006].
They have been studied in the field [e.g., Ross and Cardone,
1974; Monahan and Ó Muircheartaigh, 1980; Holthuijsen
and Herbers, 1986; Kraan et al., 1996; Sugihara et al.,
2007; Callaghan et al., 2008a, 2008b; Kleiss and Melville,
2011] but always for wind speeds <23 m/s when breaking
waves appear as white caps but related manifestations such as
streaks and white-out are almost absent.
[3] A breaking wave creates a patch of active foam at its

crest – the white cap. As the wave moves on, the leading
edge of the white cap follows the breaking crest but the
trailing edge remains stationary and is slowly replaced by

submerged bubbles in wind-aligned streaks. At very high
wind speeds the white cap is blown off the crest in a layer of
spray droplets. Under such conditions, the ocean-atmosphere
interface is a foam, spray, bubble emulsion layer, which acts
as a slip layer for the wind, rather than as a liquid surface
[Powell et al., 2003; Emanuel, 2003]. At very high wind
speeds this layer covers the waves as a high-velocity white
sheet, resulting in white out conditions.
[4] Such evolution of the surface affects the momentum

transfer between the ocean and the atmosphere as shown by
theory [Kudryavtsev and Makin, 2007; Bye and Wolff, 2008;
Soloviev and Lukas, 2010] and in laboratory flumes
[Donelan et al., 2004; Reul et al., 2008]. However, labora-
tory flumes are one-dimensional whereas the open ocean is
two-dimensional and lateral phenomena such as cross swell,
meandering and flow convergence cannot be reproduced.
This is a serious shortcoming as cross swell in the open ocean
shortens the crest lengths of the waves [Longuet-Higgins,
1957] and therefore reduces the width of the white caps and
hence the intensity of related processes [Phillips, 1985]. This
would affect the transfer of momentum between the ocean
and atmosphere, and the generation of white caps and streaks.
[5] The transfer of momentum is usually formulated in

terms of the wind stress t = raCDU10
2 in which the drag

coefficient CD represents the surface roughness, ra is the air
density and U10 is the wind speed at 10 m elevation. The
conventional assumption is that the drag coefficient CD

increases linearly with wind speed. This has been borne out
by field observations at low to moderate wind speeds [Smith
and Banke, 1975; Garratt, 1977; Large and Pond, 1981;
Wu, 1982; Petersen and Renfrew, 2009]. But at high wind
speeds the value of CD levels off and at still higher wind
speeds it decreases [Powell et al., 2003; Jarosz et al., 2007;
Black et al., 2007], probably as an effect of the slip layer
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created by white caps and streaks. Here we investigate this
process using aerial reconnaissance films and GPS drop
sondes in hurricanes under extreme conditions (0–500 m
mean boundary layer wind speed UMBL up to 90 m/s). We
concentrate on wind speeds UMBL > 25 m/s, when the white
caps are joined by streaks, and eventually - at extreme wind
speeds - merge into a white out (Figure 1). We then investi-
gate the effects of cross swell. Using a numerical wave
model, we show that cross swell introduces an unexpected
horizontal asymmetry in hurricanes.

2. Data Collection and Processing

2.1. Wind Profiles and Drag Coefficient

[6] The wind drag coefficients that we analyzed were taken
from 1149 high-resolution wind profiles collected with GPS
drop sondes [Hock and Franklin, 1999] in the 1998–2005
NOAA Hurricane Field Programs over the Atlantic. These
were obtained at distances 2 < R < 400 km from the hurricane
centers. The profiles are summarized in Figure 2 in seven
groups of mean boundary layer wind speed 20 ≤ UMBL ≤

89 m/s at 10 m/s interval. A total of 447 of these have
never been published before and the number of wind pro-
files in winds UMBL ≥ 70 m/s has increased from 25 [Vickery
et al., 2009] to 107.
[7] In all groups, except the highest, the observations

follow the normal logarithmic profile. This is not the case
in the highest group of 80 ≤ UMBL ≤ 89 m/s which contains
26 profiles. From each group except the last, we determined
the corresponding value of CD from the roughness length z0
which characterizes the aerodynamic surface roughness.

This roughness length was obtained by extrapolating the
logarithmic group profiles between 20 m and 160 m height
to the fictitious zero wind speed [Powell et al., 2003].
[8] Such estimation of the drag coefficient from log wind

profiles assumes the existence of a constant flux layer subject
to an idealized horizontal homogeneity and steady state
conditions as mentioned in the Tennekes [1973] derivation of
the log law. Observations [French et al., 2007] have shown
the near-constant flux layer assumption to be valid in hurri-
canes in winds up to U10 < 28 m/s based on eddy covariance
measurements. Unfortunately those types of measurements
in hurricanes are no longer possible due to low-level flight
safety precautions. Such data are therefore not available
for higher wind speeds. Tennekes [1973] states, in discussing
the practical nature of the log law: “We conclude that the
accuracy of the log law is not at all comparable to the accu-
racy of the constant-stress assumption.” As regards horizon-
tal homogeneity, there are of course, radial pressure gradients
and the sondes translate over the ocean while descending. By
grouping sondes with similar mean boundary layer wind
speeds, the resulting mean wind profiles are representative of
similar pressure gradients and surface sea state conditions,
hence approaching the ideal of horizontal homogeneity. To
compare the CD values thus obtained from our wind profiles
withCD values in previous studies, we compiled the results of
eight earlier, authoritative studies.
[9] The observations in the 80 ≤ UMBL ≤ 89 m/s group are

indicative of a high-velocity surface jet, possibly related to
intermittent high air velocities above high wave crests or
thick foam layers. Thermodynamic measurements from the
GPS sondes show potential temperature profiles consistent

Figure 1. Three sample frames of white caps and streaks under medium to extreme wind speed con-
ditions. (a) Black-and-white (gray tone) frames from low-level air reconnaissance flights in hurricanes
(fourth-order two-dimensional trends in gray tone removed; resulting gray tones normalized between
0 – darkest - and 255 - lightest). (b) White caps and streaks identified from Figure 1a as white and gray
against blue background. Pictures were taken (left to right) from 159 m, 234 m and 453 m altitude. The esti-
mated surface wind speed (10 m elevation) is indicated.
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with a relatively shallow �100 m deep, near saturated (rel-
ative humidity 95%), well-mixed layer for this group.

2.2. Wind Field and Swell Orientation

[10] In order to investigate the influence of cross swell on
the wind drag, we follow Black et al. [2007] who distinguish
in the radar altimetry wave observations of Wright et al.
[2001] in hurricane Bonnie (1998) three azimuthal sectors
with different types of swell. Consider for the sake of expo-
sition a hurricane in the Northern hemisphere moving north-
ward (Figure 3). The winds rotate CCW around the hurricane
eye. The highest wind speeds occur in the NE quadrant near
the radius-to-maximum-wind where they generate the highest
waves. When generated at a southern location at a somewhat
earlier time, these highwaves propagate as (young) swell (a) to
the NE of the eye as following swell, (b) to the NW of the eye
as cross swell and (c) to the S of the eye as opposing swell.
Some high frequency (slow traveling) swell may be retained
as cross swell in the area southeast of the eye. Waves from
other parts of the hurricane radiate away from the hurricane.
[11] The observations in Bonnie of Wright et al. [2001,

Figures 12, 13, and 14], which we re-plot in Figure 4a, con-
firm this generic pattern. We attributed to each of these
observations one of the swell types which, following
Donelan et al. [1997] and Sugihara et al. [2007], we define
as following swell when it travels within 45� from the wind
direction, cross swell when it travels within 45� from the
normal to the wind direction and opposing swell when it
travels within 45� from the opposing direction. In addition
we distinguish a near field (near the radius-to-maximum-
wind) and a far field (farther away from the center). The
result is given in Figure 4b.
[12] We thus find that in the near field (near the radius-to-

maximum-wind), and therefore at high wind speeds, cross
swell dominates the left-front sector, opposing swell dom-
inates the rear sector and following swell dominates the right-
front sector. Farther afield, and therefore at lower wind
speeds, cross swell dominates practically everywhere (except

to the right-hand side of the eye). Hu and Chen [2011] show
with large scale buoy observations averaged over 7 hurri-
canes, a far field pattern that is similar to the near field pattern
of Bonnie and consistent with the secondary and tertiary
wavefields of Wright et al. [2001].

Figure 2. Mean hurricane wind profiles by mean boundary layer (MBL) wind speed group. Symbols and
horizontal bars represent bin mean wind speed and one standard deviation of the observations (left and
right). Inclined lines are least squares-fit lines between 20 and 160 m height. Dashed box indicates
high-velocity surface jet. Numbers at the bottom of the profiles indicate number of profiles in the group.

Figure 3. The swell types in a hypothetical hurricane in the
Northern hemisphere moving northward. Blue symbol shows
the eye. Red symbol shows the eye at a location to the south
somewhat earlier in time. Blue curved lines indicate locally
generated wind sea. Red curved lines indicate (young) swell
generated at the southern location dispersing away from that
location. Following swell occurs where red and blue lines
indicate same direction of propagation (NE of eye), cross
swell occurs where red and blue lines cross (NW and SE of
eye) and opposing swell occurs where red and blue lines indi-
cate opposite direction of propagation (S of eye).
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[13] We sorted our CD values of Figure 2 in each wind
speed group (except the highest) over the three azimuthal
sectors. To avoid the eye of the hurricanes, with poorly
defined wind and wave directions, we removed observations
closer than 30 km from the center. For the purpose of a pre-
liminary assessment, these observations can be approximated
with an analytical function in terms of the wind speed and a
number of tunable coefficients:

CD � 103 ¼ min aþ b U10=Uref ;1

� �c� �

; d 1� U10=Uref ;2

� �e� �� �

ð1Þ

[14] The spread of the data around this approximation was
relatively large and we did not attempt a formal fit to the data.
Instead, a visual fit provided the values of the coefficients
(with a strong bias to previous studies forU10 < 30m/s in view
of the large number of observations in these studies). This
emphasizes the preliminary nature of this approximation.

2.3. White Caps and Streaks

[15] The films that we used to estimate the coverage of
the ocean surface with white caps and streaks were taken in
hurricanes Ella (1978), Greta (1978), Inez (1966), Ellen
(1973), Eloise (1975), Gladys (1975) and Gloria (1976). In
addition we had access to frames of films taken in hurricanes
David (1979) and Allen (1980). These films (from the files of
the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion, Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Labora-
tory, Miami, USA) were taken with nadir-looking cameras
during low-level flights (100 m–1500 m) with eye-wall
penetrations at 150–450 m altitude. This was dangerous and
such flights have been discontinued as a safety precaution.
The films are therefore unique and will probably remain so
for the foreseeable future. We analyzed the 86 frames - 5 on
average for each Beaufort category ranging from 3 to 19 -

which Black and Adams [1983] selected from hurricanes
Eloise, Gladys, Allen and David in the context of estimating
sea state winds by observers during low level reconnaissance
flights. They considered these images to be representative of
the ocean surface appearance under moderate to extreme
wind conditions with surface wind speed between 7 m/s and
50m/s (at 20 m elevation). We therefore analyzed, perforce, a
fair number of selected frames and not a large sample of each
wind/wave condition as recommended by Callaghan et al.
[2008b].
[16] In an initial visual inspection, we distinguished four

features in these frames, which we illustrate here with one
frame in Figure 5. (1) White caps are the white, geometri-
cally coherent patches of foam at the crest of breaking
waves. The aspect ratio (width: height = along crest: normal
to crest) of these white caps is typically between 1 and 2.
The trailing edge may be ragged to the point of shedding up-
wind trails of the same brightness. Although the frame rates
in the films did not capture the lifecycle of individual white
caps, we surmise the following (partly based on direct visual
observations of the second author). (2) While the trailing
edge of the white cap (including any detached trails) is dis-
solving in the wake of the breaking wave, the entrained air
rises to the surface, creating streaks of bubbles. The aspect
ratio of this patch is typically�1 but of the individual streaks
it varies from �1 to well under 1/10 (i.e., narrow streaks in
the wind direction). (3) When the white cap is blown off the
crest at high wind speeds, it generates spray flying downwind
just above the water, hitting the water in the troughs or in the
back of down-wind waves. These streaks are much finer and
meander downstream (like snow blowing above pack snow).
Occasionally the source of such a streak is seen to be a white
cap at its up-wind end but usually the streaks are free from
any white cap. (4) At very high wind speeds, the white caps,
the spray and the streaks disperse into a semi-transparent

Figure 4. Following, crossing and opposing swell in hurricane Bonnie inferred from Wright et al.
[2001]. (a) The swell character of the primary wavefield (1st), the secondary wavefield (2nd) and the ter-
tiary wavefield (3rd) in the near and far field. Every second data point from the original data set removed
for reasons of presentation. Wind field suggested in background by gray vectors. Radius-to-maximum-
wind indicated with dashed circle. (b) The distribution of swell character of the primary (1st) wavefield
in the near field – from the distribution in Figure 4a, and the three azimuthal sectors proposed by Black
et al. [2007] superimposed.
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high-velocity sheet of mist – the white out. The mist gets
denser (visually) to practically opaque as the wind speed (at
10 m elevation) approaches 40 m/s. In the analysis we com-
bine the coverage of white caps and their trails into “white
cap coverage” and the coverage by the streaks into “streak
coverage.”
[17] The images of Black and Adams [1983] were available

as black-and-white (actually gray tone) prints and our anal-
ysis is similar to that of Kraan et al. [1996], Sugihara et al.
[2007], Lafon et al. [2004, 2007], Callaghan and White
[2009] and Kleiss and Melville [2011] in that we used gray
tone thresholds to define features in the images. The pub-
lished procedures use one threshold to distinguish white caps
from the clear sea surface. We tried to introduce an addition
second threshold in an automated procedure to also distin-
guish streaks but we failed, possibly because streaks are more
diffusive features than white caps (Figure 5). Instead, we
visually inspected each frame individually. We scanned the
prints at high resolution (2400 dpi) and a computer script
generated 3 versions. The first is a de-trended normalized
version. The de-trending consisted of removing a 4th–order
2D polynomial from the gray tones in the image to remove
uneven lighting conditions (including vignetting effects;
Figure 5a). The resulting gray tones were then normalized to
a value 0 for the darkest tone and 255 for the lightest tone. The
second version was created by assigning three discrete colors
(red, yellow and black) to three gray tones separated by two
(controllable) thresholds. For each image, these thresholds
were chosen visually to identify white caps and streaks
(Figure 5b). The relative number of red pixels provided the
white cap coverage W; the relative number of yellow pixels
provided the streak coverage S (after clipping to remove the
border each image contained a total of approximately 360 �
360 pixels). The third version of the image was obtained as a
false color image of the first version (continuous color range
red, orange, yellow, cyan and blue; Figure 5c). This version
was used to distinguish vaguely visible features as possible
white caps or streaks, particularly in the darker regions of
the original frame. All frames were first analyzed by all three
authors three times independently and finally once jointly. The
white cap coverages (W) and the streak coverages (S) of the

final analysis were averaged over 2 m/s wind speed intervals.
Four frames were removed because of poor lighting conditions
(2x) or the presence of clouds (2x). We computed for each
image the statistical distribution of gray tones (number of
pixels as a function of threshold level) and its first- and second-
order derivatives to the threshold level but, in contrast to the
earlier studies referred to above with similar methods, we
found the shape of these functions generally too ambiguous to
identify the threshold levels that visually defined white caps
and streaks.
[18] Black and Adams [1983] estimated the winds by pro-

viding the 30-s average flight level winds and the estimated
surface air-sea temperature differences to a planetary boundary
layer model [Powell, 1980; Black and Adams, 1983]. We
re-analyzed the wind speeds > 20 m/s through an iterative
procedure starting with a first guess for the roughness length
(computed from CD for that 20 m wind speed), and then using
equation 5 fromVickery et al. [2009] with the flight-level wind
speed to estimate friction velocity, and a 10mwind speed, and
then repeating the steps to estimate a final 10 m wind speed.
For lower wind speeds, we used the average ratio (0.915)
between the wind speed at 20 m elevation and at 10 m eleva-
tion thus obtained.
[19] We plotted the bin mean values of white cap coverages

(W) and streak coverages (S) as a function of wind speed U10.
Following previous white cap studies [e.g., Monahan and
Ó Muircheartaigh, 1980; Callaghan, 2008a, 2008b] we
approximated our observed values of W with a power law
W = aU10

b . We estimated the coefficients with a least squares
regression in the wind speed range over which the white cap
coverage seemed to increase, which is coincidentally the
same as the range of observations of previous studies (U10 ≤

24 m/s, Section 3). At higher wind speeds we see no
systematic dependency on wind speed. At these wind speeds,
the values of W seem to fluctuate around a low constant
value which we estimated as the arithmetical mean of these
values. The corresponding transition from the lower wind
speeds to the higher wind speeds, with an overshoot, is
tentatively approximated using a tanh limiter W = c tanh
{aU10

b /c} with a variable c = d � e tanh { f (U10 � Uref)} (no
relation with the coefficients of equation (1)). The

Figure 5. Three versions of one sample film frame of the ocean surface during hurricane Gladys (flight
level 330 m; estimated wind speed �30 m/s at 10 m elevation). (a) Black-and-white (gray tone) frame;
fourth-order 2D trends in gray tone removed; resulting gray tones normalized between 0 – darkest - and
255 - lightest. Estimated wind direction (from streak direction and white cap curvature) indicated with
arrow. (b) White caps and streaks identified with three discrete colors: red and yellow against black back
ground. (c) Continuous false-color version of Figure 5a.
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coefficients of this expression were estimated with a visual fit
to the data.
[20] The streak coverage increased rapidly with increasing

wind speed, suggesting an exponential growth toward full
saturation. We therefore used the exponential function S =
a exp(b U10) and we determined the coefficients a and b
with a least squares technique in the wind speed range of
rapid growth (U10 ≤ 26 m/s) above which the streak cover-
age seemed to converge to full saturation. To represent
this convergence, we limit S with a tanh limiter S = g tanh
{a exp(b U10)} such that the sum of white cap and streak
coverage is unity at very high wind speeds (white out
conditions).

2.4. Wave Directional Spreading

[21] The definition of three azimuthal sectors by Black
et al. [2007] was based on partitioning the two-dimensional
wave spectra of Wright et al. [2001] to identify peaks in the
bi-modal or multimodal shape of the spectra. Such parti-
tioning can be carried out by an inspection of every individ-
ual spectrum, as was done by Wright et al. [2001] or with an
automated procedure [Hanson and Phillips, 2001; Portilla
et al., 2009]. In either case, the attribution of swell type is
discrete (following, opposing or cross swell). The sorting in
geographic space over the three azimuthal sectors is also
discrete. This is unsatisfactory as the physical processes that
affect the wind drag are locally defined and do not vary dis-
continuously with swell type in spectral space nor in geo-
graphic space and do not depend on the direction of motion of
the hurricane. We argued above that the relevant parameter is
the change in crest length rather than swell type.
[22] The normalized crest length l can be defined as the

ratio of the mean zero-crossing wavelength in the mean wave
direction (for definition, see Appendix A) over the equivalent
length normal to that direction i.e., along the crest [Longuet-
Higgins, 1957] l = (m2,0/m0,2)

1/2 in which m2,0 and m0,2 are
the two principal second-order moments of the wave number
spectrum. It is directly related to the wave directional spread-
ing l2 = 1/sq

2 � 1 in which the wave directional spreading is
defined as sq = 〈sin2(q)〉1/2 with q relative to the mean wave
direction and the 〈 〉 operator indicating the average over
spectral direction weighted with energy density [Battjes,
1972]. For a locally generated spectrum without swell, typi-
cally sq� 30� [Holthuijsen, 2007, p. 163]. If a swell spectrum
is added that is identical to a locally generated spectrum but
propagating at 90� across the wind direction, the (normalized)
crest length reduces considerably from typically l = 1.7 to
l = 1, while the value of sq increases to sq � 67�. Opposing
swell continues increasing the value to sq � 81� but returns
the crest length to its original value (by virtue of the circular
character of the directional energy distribution). The defini-
tion of sq implies that swell is accounted for in proportion to
its energy relative to the energy of the locally generated
waves. It has the added advantage of being readily and effi-
ciently predicted with numerical wave prediction models. It
also gives a continuous grading of swell type and it varies as a
continuous variable in geographic space.
[23] To determine the relationship between sq and the three

azimuthal sectors and possibly any correlation between white
capping and streak generation, we used the numerical SWAN
wave model [Booij et al., 1999]. We simulated the waves in
two hurricanes with reasonably straight tracks as was the case

for Bonnie (1998): Luis (1995) and Fran (1996). In the SWAN
model the waves are represented with the directional wave
spectrum as a function of geographic location and time. For
each individual wave component of this spectrum, a Eulerian
energy balance accounts for wave propagation (linear theory
for surface gravity waves), generation by wind (linear and
exponential growth), dissipation by wave breaking (based on
the mean wave steepness) and nonlinear wave-wave interac-
tions (resonant quadruplet interactions). We integrated this
balance with a frequency resolution of 10% and a directional
resolution of 15� on a 0.25� � 0.25� geographic grid over the
western North Atlantic Ocean to determine the wave spectrum
every 15 min at every grid point. The directional spreading is
computed from the spectrum as sq = 〈4 sin2 1

2q= Þð 〉
1/2 as

suggested by Kuik et al. [1988]. Other computed wave
(related) parameters are defined in Appendix A. It is relevant
in view of our use of SWAN to note that (a) we did not
modify SWAN, (b) the dissipation by whitecapping in
SWAN is independent of any wave directional characteristic
(as in other third-generation wave models such as the WAM
model [WAMDI group, 1988] or the WAVEWATCH model
[Tolman and Chalikov, 1996]) and (c) we used simulated
wind fields of the hurricanes computed independently of the
present study (see Acknowledgments). The main purpose
was to obtain realistic wind and wavefields for our analysis.
[24] We could thus relate the geographic distribution of

the computed sq to the three azimuthal sectors and establish
a relationship between our sorted values of CD and sq. With
such a relationship CD can be estimated from locally defined
values of sq and U10 in any arbitrary wind and wavefield,
including that of a hurricane, without reference to the loca-
tion or direction of motion of the hurricane.

3. Results

[25] An overview of the eight earlier, authoritative studies
of the drag coefficient that we consider is given in Table 1.
Several of these studies include data from older studies in this
set. We removed this overlap: if an older study and a younger
study shared the same data, then these were removed from the
younger study. Occasionally this was not possible because
such data were included in the published averages of a study.
Details are summarized in Table 1.
[26] The CD values from these studies and from our wind

profiles of Figure 2 are given in Figure 6a as a function of
surface wind speed U10 (except for the anomalous wind
profile group 80 ≤ UMBL ≤ 89 m/s). For high wind speeds
(40 < U10 < 50 m/s) our data are consistent with previous
GPS sonde data [Powell et al., 2003] and balance estimates
[Jarosz et al., 2007]. The very low value CD = 0.7 � 10�3 at
very high wind speeds (U10 ≈ 60 m/s in Figure 6a) seems
inconsistent with white out conditions in which the layer of
foam needs to be sustained. However, white out need not be
associated with a high drag coefficient. It is sufficient to
have a high wind speed. Once the foam is there, it is plau-
sible that the drag goes down, and the momentum transfer
needed to maintain the foam depends on the half-life of the
foam. If that is large, not much momentum and energy
transfer is needed to maintain it (K. Hasselmann, personal
communication, 2012). For wind speeds U10 < 40 m/s our
values are considerably lower than those in the previous
studies. At lower wind speeds and therefore in the far field of
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the hurricanes, the presence of cross swell may have reduced
the wind drag (see below). This seems consistent with swell
induced reduction of white capping at low wind speedsU10 <
13 m/s [Sugihara et al., 2007; Callaghan et al., 2008b].
We also note that for these wind speeds our values lie within
the large scatter of the previous studies. To illustrate this, we
plotted in Figure 7 the observations in 7 hurricanes of Black
et al. [2007]. TheseCD values were estimated by extrapolating
to the surface, eddy correlation measurements at different flight
levels. Their estimates includeCD values that are similar to ours
under the same wind conditions in the same storms (personal
information from the second author, MDP), although the pro-
cess of extrapolating to the surface introduces additional
uncertainty to the normally accurate eddy correlation method.
Black et al. [2007] sorted these observations over the quadrants
of the hurricanes (Figure 7) although information of the left-
rear quadrant is not available in Black et al. [2007]. A linear
regression through the data shows that the CD values tend
to be higher to the right of the hurricane eye (presumably
dominated by following and opposing swell) than in the left-
front quadrant (presumably dominated by cross swell) with
diminishing differences toward U10 = 30 m/s.
[27] Our CD values sorted over the azimuthal sectors, or

equivalently, the type of swell, are shown in Figure 6b. For
wind speeds U10 < 25 m/s approximately, these values are
considerably lower in the left-front sector (cross swell) than
in the right front and rear sectors (following swell or oppos-
ing swell) with diminishing differences toward U10 = 30 m/s
as in the observations of Black et al. [2007] in Figure 7. Swell
therefore seems to reduce the wind drag at these wind speeds
and more so under cross swell conditions than under fol-
lowing or opposing swell conditions. The effects of follow-
ing swell and opposing swell are otherwise uncertain.
Donelan et al. [1997, Figure 9] see in their wind observa-
tions U10 < 15 m/s, swell increasing CD, irrespective of the
type of swell. Drennan et al. [1999] in their low wind
observationsU10 < 8 m/s, see following swell decreasing CD.
It may be noted that, although the relation between white
capping and wind drag is tenuous, swell under low wind
conditions U10 < 13 m/s seems to also reduce white capping

[Sugihara et al., 2007; Callaghan et al., 2008b] butGoddijn-
Murphy et al. [2011] see no such effect under higher wind
conditions 8.6 < U10 < 23.1 m/s.
[28] At higher wind speeds U10 > 30 � 35 m/s, under fol-

lowing or opposing swell conditions, our CD values level off
at CD ≈ 2 � 10�3 (Figure 6b). However, under cross swell
conditions our CD values continue increasing to CD ≈ 5 �
10�3 before decreasing to the same value. Under these wind
conditions, cross swell apparently postpones the reduction of
the wind drag, possibly by postponing the creation of the
foam-spray slip layer. This maximum value is high but it is
based on 38 wind profiles (with 44 wind samples in the 25 m
height bin) and therefore statistically reliable (as shown by
the 90% confidence interval in Figure 6b). Moreover, Taylor
and Yelland [2001] show with observations that z0/Hs =
1200(Hs/Lp)

4.5 (Lp is the peak wavelength in the wave
spectrum) which indicates that with wave steepness Hs/Lp =
0.60 � 065 and significant wave height Hs = 14–15 m as
computed with SWAN in hurricanes Luis and Fran (maxi-
mum values under same conditions as in Figure 9), a
roughness length z0 as high as z0 = 0.05 m, or equivalently, a
drag coefficient of Cd = 7 � 10�3 seems attainable in any
major hurricane. The absence of sorted observations for
U10 > 50 m/s indicates that not enough wind speed samples
at distances to hurricane center R > 30 km were available at
each height bin for a reasonable estimate of the mean profile.
[29] The overall result for extreme wind speeds is that at

distances to hurricane center R > 30 km (Figure 6b) the azi-
muthally sorted data tend to reach a limiting value of about
Cd = 2 � 10�3, whereas for R < 30 km (Figure 6a), with
winds 60 ≤ UMBL ≤ 79 m/s, much lower Cd values are
evident e.g., Cd = 0.7 � 10�3 at surface wind speeds over
60 m/s. Since the most intense storms tend to have smaller
radii of maximum wind speeds, the very low limiting values
tend to be located in the vicinity of the eye wall, where
waves are extremely fetch limited and the continuous
breaking mechanism [Donelan et al., 2004] can contribute
to enhanced foam generation.
[30] For a preliminary assessment, our CD values (sorted

for U10 < 50 m/s and unsorted for U10 > 50 m/s), together

Table 1. Previous Studies of the Wind Drag Coefficienta

Study
Number of Data Sets Minus

Number of Data Sets Removed (Reason)
Method (Number of Retained Data Sets)

Averaged Over Wind Speed Bin

Smith and Banke [1975, Figure 3] 3 minus 1 (surf zone) ec (2), 2 m/sb

Garratt [1977, Figure 3] 14, Garratt [1977, Figure 4]
in Wu [1982, Figure 1]

ec (8), wp (6), 2 m/sb

Large and Pond [1981, Figure 6] 1 d and ec (1), 1.5–3 m/s
Wu [1982, Figure 1] 9 minus 1 (hurricanes partially

over land [Miller, 1964])
gd (1), amb (2), wp (2), d (2), ec (2)

Powell et al. [2003, Figure 3] 7 minus 6 (earlier studies) wp (1), averaged over four height layersb

CBLAST [Black et al., 2007; Figure 5] 1 ecp
Jarosz et al. [2007, Figure 3] 2 minus 1 (earlier study

and Powell et al. [2003])
omb (1), 2 m/sb

Petersen and Renfrew [2009, Figure 8] 5 minus 1 (CBLAST) ec (2), id (1), 1 m/s (per data set, if ≥10 data points per bin),
2 m/sb for SOWEX data of Banner et al. [1999, Figure 8]

aThe first column identifies the studies in the compilation. The second column gives the number of data sets minus the number of data sets that have been
removed from the study in the first column, and the reason for the removal. The third column gives the method of observation that was used in the data sets
retained (with the number of data sets per method) and the width of the wind speed bin over which the CD values of the retained data sets were averaged.
Abbreviations: ec = eddy correlation, ecp = eddy correlation profile, wp = wind profile, d = dissipation, gd = geostrophic departure, amb = atmospheric
momentum balance, omb = ocean momentum balance, id = inertial dissipation.

bBy present authors.
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with the data from the previous studies in Figure 6b, can be
approximated with the expression of equation (1) using the
coefficients of Table 2 for all wind speeds, with and without
cross swell.
[31] Figure 6c shows that the white cap coverage as we

observed it, initially increases to a maximum at U10 = 24 m/s
only to decrease again to a limiting value. At the higher wind

speeds the white caps are joined, and increasingly dominated,
by streaks with the streak coverage S growing rapidly to full
saturation in white out conditions.
[32] In all earlier studies [Goddijn-Murphy et al., 2011;

Callaghan et al., 2008a, 2008b; Anguelova and Webster,
2006, and references therein] except Nordberg et al. [1971]
and Ross and Cardone [1974], such streaks were either

Figure 6
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ignored or processed as white caps presumably because in
all these studies (in situ) wind speeds U10 < 23 m/s and
streaks were few and not well defined. Moreover, these
observations were often made at an oblique angle from a
platform at relatively low altitude, which may have made the
streaks – if present - less visible. Also, the analysis techni-
ques that were used in these studies did not distinguish
between white caps and streaks. This may explain, at least
in part, the large diversity in the estimates of the white cap
coverage W in these studies shown in Figure 6c [Anguelova
and Webster, 2006]. Other reasons for the diversity may be
statistical sample variability or the influence of other phys-
ical parameters than the wind speed, such as wave age, sea
state, swell, ambient currents, temperature and salinity.
[33] The studies of Nordberg et al. [1971] and Ross and

Cardone [1974] seem to be the first in which white caps
and streaks were analyzed as separate features. The white cap
coverage in these studies (in which 9.5 < U10 < 23.1 m/s)
fluctuates at higher wind speeds around a fairly low value
slightly above W = 0.05. In the observations of Callaghan et
al. [2008a] andGoddijn-Murphy et al. [2011], the value ofW
increases from W ≈ 0.01 at U10 = 10 m/s with a decreasing
rate of change to W ≈ 0.05 at U10 = 27.5 m/s, suggesting a
convergence to a slightly higher value.
[34] The least squares fit of the power law W = aU10

b

through our bin mean observations for U10 ≤ 24 m/s (the
range of wind speeds over which white cap coverage
increases; Figure 8) resulted in a = 4 � 10�6, b = 3.12 but
with a fairly large degree of uncertainty (the coefficient of

determination R2 = 0.603). Such (near) cubed dependency of
the white cap coverage on the wind speed agrees well with
earlier observations [Zhao and Toba, 2001; Anguelova and
Webster, 2006; Sugihara et al., 2007; Callaghan et al.,
2008a; Goddijn-Murphy et al., 2011]. Figure 8 also shows
that our results are almost identical to those of Callaghan
et al. [2008a] which are based on considerably more obser-
vations and less scatter (and U10 ≤ 23 m/s). However, it must
be noted that in view of the large scatter in our observations,
this agreement is rather surprising. For U10 > 24 m/s, up to
the maximum observed wind speed U10 = 46 m/s, we see no
systematic dependency of our observations on the wind
speed. They fluctuate aroundW = 0.04 with a relatively high
scatter, the standard deviation being sW = 0.02.
[35] Taken over the full wind speed range, our observa-

tions seem to imply that the white cap coverage does not
converge monotonically from low values to a limiting higher
value. It overshoots the limiting value by almost a factor 2.
Whether this behavior is physically real, for instance streaks
being generated at the expense of white capping, or that it
reflects a problem in the analysis of our film frames, for
instance the visual identification of white caps being affected
by the appearance of streaks is open to speculation (but we
do not expect a factor 2). A very tentative approximation
which includes the overshoot is achieved with the tanh
limiter W = c tanh {aU10

b /c} with a variable c = d � e tanh
{ f (U10 � Uref)} with d = 10, e = 6, f = 0.5 and Uref = 26 m/s
(Figure 8).

Figure 6. Bin mean values of observed drag coefficient CD, white cap coverage W and streak coverage S as a function of
surface wind speed U10. (a) Magenta symbols represent the CD observation of the present study derived from the average
wind profile in each of 6 wind speed classes UMBL = 20(10)80 m/s, at distances to hurricane center 2 < R < 400 km. Gray
symbols represent observations from previous studies (indicated in insets). (b) Open gray symbols are identical to those in
Figure 6a (including this study). Solid colored symbols are the CD observations of the present study sorted over azimuthal
hurricane sectors (inset; the direction of hurricane motion is indicated with an arrow; azimuthal sector boundaries clockwise
at 20�, 150� and 240� relative to motion direction) for distances to hurricane center R > 30 km. The solid green line repre-
sents the analytical approximation for cross swell (at sq = 50�) and the solid black line for following and opposing swell
(sq ≤ 30� and ≥80� at wind speeds U10 < 27.5 m/s; and sq ≤ 45� and ≥55� at wind speeds U10 ≥ 27.5 m/s) and the CD

values of the previous studies. (c) Blue and red dots represent bin mean of the observations of this study for each 2 m/s
wind speed bin. Shaded area represents white cap coverage W from 19 previous studies (compiled by Anguelova and
Webster [2006, Figure 1]), curved blue line represents analytical approximation, horizontal red line represents mean
value for U10 > 24 m/s. Vertical bars represent 90% confidence interval of mean value. Numbers at the bottom indicate
sample sizes used in computing the data points with the same color directly above as determined by the number of wind
speed measurements in the 25 m height bin.

Figure 7. The scatter in the sorted observations of Black et al. [2007] and the bin mean observations of
the present study (from Figure 6a). The straight lines are least squares fits through the observations on the
right-hand side of the hurricanes and the left front quadrant. The observations of the present study are
shown with the broken line (solid in the range of comparison and dashed outside this range).
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[36] Our observed streak coverage S grows exponentially
from�0.07 at 20 m/s wind speed to full saturation at�40m/s
wind speed when white out occurs. The rapid increase of this
coverage as a function of wind speed in the presence of a
constant white cap coverage (which of course is a simplifi-
cation, Figures 6 and 8) is readily explained as a cumulative
effect. If the production of streaks were constant and if the
life span of a streak would increase with wind speed, then
the streak coverage would also increase with wind speed.
The result of fitting the capped exponential growth S =
g tanh{a exp(b U10)} to these observations is shown as the
solid blue line in Figure 6c with a = 0.00175, b = 0.18 and
g = 0.96. When comparing these results with the evolution
of the drag coefficient, it is obvious that the onset of the
drag coefficient leveling off coincides with the onset of the
creation of streaks at U10 ≈ 25 m/s.
[37] The correlation between our CD values and the type of

swell (and thus presumably its effect on white capping and
streak generation) is demonstrated with the relation between
the three azimuthal sectors and the wave directional spread-
ing as seen in our wave hindcasts of hurricanes Luis and Fran
(Figure 9).
[38] We found that in the near field, as long as the hurri-

canes are far removed from land, the boundaries of the three
azimuthal sectors correspond well with the 45� and 55�

contour lines of the wave directional spreading. In the near-
field right-front sector (following swell) we find sq ≤ 45�, in
the near-field rear sector (opposing swell) sq ≥ 55� and in
the near-field left-front sector (cross swell) 45� < sq < 55�.
Cross swell also occurs in a narrow zone between the right-

front sector and the rear sector where the following swell
turns into an opposing swell. These results provide the range
of validity of the approximation of equation (1) and its
coefficients of Table 2 in terms of the wave directional
spreading. When using this approximation at other values
of the wave directional spreading than those mentioned
here, the coefficient values can be linearly interpolated to
obtain the CD values.
[39] Other wave parameters may be relevant as an alter-

native or as supplementary to the wave directional spreading
[Donelan et al., 1993; Kraan et al., 1996; Callaghan et al.,
2008b]. We therefore also inspected the geographic patterns
of the significant wave height Hs, the wave steepness s, the
wave dissipation by white capping Swc, the energy transfer
from wind to waves Swind, the inverse wave ageU10

k /c and the
(absolute) difference between wind and wave direction |Dq|.
The definitions and the results for hurricane Luis are given
in Appendix A. The results were essentially the same for
hurricane Fran (not shown here). The patterns of the signifi-
cant wave height, steepness, white capping and wind energy
transfer resemble a comma wrapped around the hurricane
eye, with the highest values in the right front sector dimin-
ishing gradually to the left front sector. The distinction
between the right front sector and the left front sector is not as
clear as in the pattern of the wave directional spreading sq
(Figure 9). The patterns of the inverse wave ageU10

k /c and the
absolute difference between wind and wave direction |Dq|
are similar to the pattern of the wave directional spreading
sq by virtue of their definition. A larger value of |Dq| gives
smaller values of U10

k /c (because the wind speed component
in the mean wave direction is involved) and sq increases as
the value of |Dq| increases. These patterns may therefore
potentially be used to identify swell type. However, the
wave directional spreading, being based on the second-order
circular moment of the directional energy distribution is
more sensitive to the presence of swell (or rather, to pertur-
bations at large angles) than the mean wave direction which
is based on first-order circular moments of that distribution.
Moreover, estimating the directional difference requires
extra information (the wind direction) to be obtained from
the wind field or from a spectral partitioning of the spectrum.
Such partitioning would also be required for other wave
parameters, such as the energy ratio of swell and local wind
sea [Carlsson et al., 2010]. Both partitioning and wind

Table 2. The Coefficients of Equation (1) to Approximate the CD

Values in Figure 6b and the Suggested Validity in Terms of Wave
Directional Spreadinga

No Swell, Opposing Swell,
Following Swell Cross Swell

Uref,1 = 27.5 m/s
a = 1.05, b = 1.25, c = 1.4;

sq ≤ 30� or sq ≥ 80�
a = 0.7, b = 1.1, c = 6;

sq = 50�

Uref,2 = 54 m/s
d = 2.3, e = 10;

sq ≤ 45� or sq ≥ 55�
d = 8.2, e = 2.5;

sq = 50�

aLower limit CD = 0.7 � 10�3.

Figure 8. The white cap coverage observations of this study (also in Figure 6C) approximated with a
power law for wind speeds U10 ≤ 24 m/s and a constant for U10 > 24 m/s (solid lines) and a tanh capping
with overshoot to a limiting value (long dashes). The two power laws from Callaghan et al. [2008a] con-
catenated at U10 = 10 m/s are shown with short dashes.
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information can be avoided by using the wave directional
spreading.

4. Discussion

[40] Our observations of white caps and streaks at high
wind speeds U10 > 35 m/s suggest that the horizontal distri-
bution of the air-sea exchange of momentum, heat and
moisture in real hurricanes is different from those in atmo-
spheric models. Most tropical cyclone models [Moon et al.,
2007; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2011] have incorporated a
wind speed dependent CD, which is capped when surface
winds reach 30–35 m/s. We find that CD levels off at such
wind speeds, and then decreases to even lower values than
reported earlier [Powell et al., 2003] as winds strengthen to
extreme values U10 > 60 m/s. In addition, we find that wind
speed dependence of CD varies spatially around the tropical
cyclone in response to sea state caused by wind-swell inter-
actions. Locations with cross swell (wave directional spread-
ing 45�–55�) under high wind conditions experience limited
breaking which contributes to larger CD until wind speeds
are high enough that the continuous breaking mechanism
[Donelan et al., 2004] predominates, resulting in a thick foam-
spray layer with very smooth roughness properties.
[41] The leveling off of the drag coefficient and the sub-

sequent decrease to a low limiting value coincides with the
generation of streaks of foam and droplets at the surface,
possibly at the expense of white caps, eventually creating
white out conditions at U10 > 40 m/s. At lower wind speeds,
U10 < 25 m/s our observations suggest that wind drag is
reduced by swell, more so by cross swell than by opposing or
following swell. This seems to occur simultaneously with
reduced white capping which is also more affected by cross
swell than by following swell [Goddijn-Murphy et al., 2011].
[42] Modeling studies [e.g., Emanuel, 1995; Bryan and

Rotunno, 2009] suggest that the maximum potential inten-
sity of tropical cyclones is sensitive to the ratio of the
enthalpy coefficient Ce to CD, such that intense cyclones

cannot be sustained unless Ce/CD is above some threshold
value, ranging from 0.25 to 1.5. While our results extend the
denominator of that ratio to more extreme wind speeds, Ce is
still unknown at wind speeds above 29 m/s in the field
[Drennan et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008] and 38 m/s in the
laboratory [Haus et al., 2010].
[43] Estimating the effect of the azimuthal dependency of

CD on the wavefield is not trivial. The CD values in the right
front and rear sectors (with following or opposing swell)
are barely affected by this dependency. Without other mod-
ifications to the wave energy balance, the waves would
therefore be affected only to the extent that their generation in
the left front sector may be affected. In the left-front sector
(with cross swell) the azimuthal dependency of CD would
increase wave generation under high wind U10 > 30 m/s
conditions. Under lower wind conditions U10 < 30 m/s, wave
generation would be reduced. This would also be the case in
the far field since cross swell seems to reduce CD at these
wind speeds. However, given the success of the wave models
in predicting the significant wave height in hurricanes
[Dietrich et al., 2011a, 2011b, 2012; Kennedy et al., 2011,
for SWAN hurricane wave hindcasts], we expect that com-
pensating modifications would be required. The prime can-
didate would be the dissipation by white capping which is
poorly understood. At present it is represented in 3rd gener-
ation operational wave models such as SWAN as a closure
term with calibrated coefficients and it does not depend on
wave directional characteristics. A more thorough assess-
ment would require modifying and coupling an atmospheric
model and a wave model [Chen et al., 2007] which we con-
sider to be beyond the scope of the present study.
[44] To find a preliminary estimate of the effect of our CD

observations, we estimated the pattern of the drag coefficient
CD and the surface stress t in a major hurricane using our
parameterization of equation (1) with the coefficients of
Table 2. We used the wavefield as computed with the
unmodified SWAN wave model, driven by a given wind
field (see Acknowledgments) of hurricane Katrina (2005).

Figure 9. The geographic pattern of the computed wave directional spreading in hurricanes Luis
(Sept. 10, 1995, 05:00 UTC) and Fran (Sept. 5, 1996, 15:00 UTC). The contours of wave directional
spreading sq = 45� and sq = 55� are indicated with dashed black lines. The pale blue-green colors corre-
spond to cross swell; the dark blue colors to following swell and the yellow-red colors to opposing swell.
The azimuthal sector boundaries are indicated with black solid lines; the radius-to-maximum-wind with a
white dashed circle. Black arrow indicates direction of hurricane motion.
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The surface stress is computed with the standard expression
given in the Introduction. We show the results in Figure 10
when the hurricane was at its most intense (U10 = 64.2 m/s
[Powell et al. [2010]). The white out, which occurs in the
region with very high wind speeds (Figure 10a) creates a
region with low drag coefficient to the right and immediate
rear of the eye (Figure 10c). The combination of high (but
not the highest) wind speeds and cross-swell, 45� < sq < 55�

creates a belt of high values around the region with opposing
swell, sq ≥ 55� with one maximum to the left of the eye and
another in the far rear of the eye (Figure 10c). But where this
belt overlaps with the white out, the values are low. The

pattern of the surface stress (Figure 10e) is similar. These
findings contrast sharply with the accepted view of a nearly
uniform distribution of the drag coefficient under high wind
conditions and a well defined maximum surface stress to the
right of the eye, for instance computed with the expression
for CD ofWu [1982] capped at CD = 2.5� 10�3 (Figures 10d
and 10f).
[45] Modifying tropical cyclone models in the sense of our

results, together with the most recent Ce values will lead to
higher Ce/CD ratios and more intense storms [e.g., Zweers
et al., 2010]. In addition, azimuthal sea state variability
may induce surface friction asymmetries that could impact

Figure 10. The geographic patterns of wind and waves in hurricane Katrina when it was at its most
intense (maximum wind speed U10 = 64.2 m/s on Aug. 28, 2005, 16:00 UTC). (a) The wind speed.
(b) The wave directional spreading computed with the SWAN wave model. (c and d) The drag coefficient
as determined with the expression of equation (1) and (interpolated) coefficients of Table 2 of the present
study and with the expression of Wu [1982] (capped at 2.5 � 10�3). (e and f) The wind stress determined
from the wind speed and the drag coefficients.
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horizontal convergence and rainband formation. These results
reinforce the need to couple atmosphere, wave and ocean
models to account for sea state feedbacks across the air-sea
interface. This will obviously affect wind, wave and surge
forecasts with corresponding implications for coastal flooding,
risk assessment and disaster management.

Appendix A: The Geographic Patterns of Wave
Parameters in Hurricane Luis

[46] We computed the following wave (related) para-
meters in hurricanes Luis and Fran with the SWAN wave
model with the same wind fields as underlying Figure 9 of
the main text: the significant wave height, defined as Hm0 =

4
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

m0
p

where m0 is the zeroth order moment of the wave
frequency spectrum, the wave steepness, defined as the sig-
nificant wave height divided by the mean wavelength defined
as the wavelength of the mean wave period Tm01 = m0/m1

wherem1 is the first-order moment of the frequency spectrum
(we also computed the steepness on the basis of the peak
frequency but this value varied erratically, depending on the
presence of multiple swell peaks), the wave dissipation by
white capping defined as the integral over spectral frequency
and direction of the white capping source term in the wave
model, the energy transfer from wind to waves similarly
defined, the inverse wave age U10

k /c defined as the ratio of
the wind speed in the mean wave direction U10

k and the

Figure A1. The geographic patterns in hurricane Luis (Sept. 10, 1995, 5:00 UTC) of the computed sig-
nificant (a) wave height, (b) wave steepness, (c) white capping, (d) energy transfer from wind to waves,
(e) inverse wave age and (f) the absolute difference between wind and wave direction. The azimuthal sector
boundaries are indicated with black solid lines; the radius-to-maximum-wind with a white dashed circle.
Black arrow indicates direction of hurricane motion.
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phase velocity c of the mean wave period (this allows nega-
tive values) and the absolute difference |Dq| between the
wind direction and the mean wave direction (defined as s0 =
arctan {〈sin q〉/〈cos q〉} from Kuik et al. [1988]). The results
for hurricane Luis are shown in Figure A1. Those for hurri-
cane Fran are essentially the same (not shown here).
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